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Spin-crossover (SCO) solids have been studied from magnetic and structural viewpoints under the form of

powder, single crystals, and nanoparticles. Recently, an important progress made in chemistry allowed the design

of spin-crossover nanocomposites, combining the properties of two types of spin-crossover solids having different

properties, for example, different transition temperatures, ligand fields, etc. In this work, we sketch theoretical

investigations based on an elastic description of a SCO nanocomposite, aiming to reproduce the experimental

results of literature which exhibited two-step and even three-step spin transitions. Our results not only reproduce

the experimental features but also allow a better understanding of the interplay between the elastic and electronic

structures of the two components of the SCO nanocomposite. The obtained data offer serious possibilities of

extensions to several configurations of nanocomposites according to the shape of the lattice and the relative sizes

of the two components under study.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.014106

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermally induced spin-crossover (SCO) transition

between the low spin (LS) and the high spin (HS) states

of Fe(II) complexes with suitable ligands are examples of

molecular bistable solids. They have been studied [1–9] for

many years for their promising applications as sensors of

pressure [10], displays [11], memories, and molecular switches

[12]. During the last decade, compounds with multistep spin

conversion remained quite rare and have attracted increasing

attention in theoretical and experimental studies [13–17], due

to their possibility to build up three-byte electronics.

Multistep SCO behavior results from structural ordering

or/and the existence of a multistability in the molecule itself,

like in binuclear SCO systems [18,19]. In contrast, some mul-

tistep SCO systems consist of an asymmetric unit containing

two or more nonequivalent sites [20,21], having different local

environments. At the macroscopic scale, the competition or

the interplay between the two types of SCO sites manifest

through the existence of an intermediate phase associated with

partial conversion from HS to LS states. It is worth noticing

that the processing of SCO materials with two inequivalent

sites, although it is possible, it is hardly controllable and most

of the time the behavior of the high-spin fraction is hardly pre-

dictable. That is why recently, chemists and physicists started

designing well controllable and reproducible SCO core-shell

nanocomposites, made of two SCO materials, thus combining

the SCO properties of both the core and the shell components

in the same system [22,23]. Till now, the interest in the finite

size effects properties [24–27] and in the manipulation [28], the

design, and visualization [29] of small objects at the nanoscale

is rapidly growing since the adapted near-field technologies
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are now available. This was the case, for example, of prussian

blue analogs for which core-shell nanoparticles have been

synthesized, and their thermal and photostriction properties

have been investigated as a function of the thickness and the

nature of the core and the shell [30–34].

With the development of nanotechnologies and the avail-

ability of experimental results, several types of nanocom-

posites integrating the SCO properties have been designed

by embedding SCO nanoparticles within organic polymers

[35–39] in biopolymers [40] or in mesoporous silica matrices

[41–44]. Core-shell nanocomposites have attracted consider-

able attention also from the theoretical point of view, where

several models have been proposed to investigate the size

effect on the SCO properties of nanoswitchable materials,

among which the well-known Ising-like model [45] which has

been used in this context by Kawamoto et al. [46,47]. Later

on we extended this model to account for specific boundary

conditions [48,49] in square-shaped SCO nanoparticles that

we solved by MC simulations. Other theoretical developments,

based on the Ising-like model, investigating the distribution of

HS and LS domains in the thermal hysteresis region of SCO

nanoparticles using FORC diagrams were also reported [50].

Furthermore, taking a benefit from the development of spin-

phonon models [51–54] and the extension of these models ac-

counting for the volume change upon spin transition designed

in several groups [55–57], we elaborated the electroelastic

model [58], which takes into account the coupling between

the spin state change of the molecule (from LS to HS) and

the change of the local molecular volume in the course of the

spin transition and other models including the role of surface

relaxations [59,60] and the particle environment [61–63],

In 2013 we adapted the electroelastic model to the case of

SCO nanoparticles [58], in which we have considered that the

SCO atoms at the surface are kept in the HS state, due to their

specific environment. In this paper we justified this hypothesis
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by the fact that the SCO molecules at the surface might be

coordinated to water molecules, oxygen atoms, or pollution

leading to decrease their ligand field, which in turn stabilizes

the HS state. However, we pointed out in the conclusion that

several other effects may also lead to a specific behavior

of the surface, among which surface phonons which are

different from those of the bulk, as well as structural properties,

including the possible existence of surface reconstructions. As

a result of our simple assumption, the thermal hysteresis moves

according to the atomic surface/volume ratio, in very good

agreement with the available experimental data of Volatron

et al. [64]. Since this pioneering work, the electroelastic model

has been extended to incorporate the case of core-shell SCO

nanoparticles, made of an active SCO core and an inert shell,

where we investigated the detailed properties of the SCO

core as a function of the elastic properties (rigidity, lattice

parameter misfit, and size) of the shell [65–70]. It is worth

mentioning that other groups investigated the problem of active

core-shell SCO nanoparticles by considering hollow core-shell

configurations, or by studying their vibrational properties as

well the role of the elastic interface energy in the stability of the

nanoparticles [71–73]. Other developments which included the

role of surface relaxations [60,74] and the particle environment

[62,65,75] have also emerged in recent years.

It is important to mention that back in 2013 we had

pointed out the possibility of several other reasons leading to

renormalizing the ligand field at the surface of nanoparticles or

to maintaining the spin states of SCO atoms at the surface. To

our best knowledge, there were no experimental proofs leading

to discriminate between these possible causes. Indeed, most

of the experimental studies on SCO nanoparticles, if not all,

have been realized on a large number of nanoparticles. Thus,

for example, when Mossbauer spectroscopy studies (where

around 20 mg of sample are necessary) are performed on

SCO nanoparticles (average density ∼2 g/cm3) it is easy to

evaluate their number at a minimum is around ∼1015, which

then lead to obtaining an averaged response over nanoparticles

with different size, shapes, surface structures, etc. In short, as

long as experimental studies on one single nanoparticle, like

in magnetic systems [76,77], are not realized, this issue will

not be definitely resolved.

In this theoretical contribution, we analyze the case of

spin-crossover nanocomposites (both core and shell become

active), which became very popular in recent years. Ex-

perimental investigations in this field have been performed

by several groups [14,23,78–81], among whom,Wang et al.

[14], in particular, have succeeded to grow high-quality spin-

crossover nanocomposites by mixing two kinds of SCO mate-

rials, namely [Fe(NH2-trz)3](BF4)2 and [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4),

which have different SCO properties, since the former has a

transition temperature T1 = 260 K and a hysteresis width of

4 K, while the latter shows a transition temperature T2 = 368 K

and an associated thermal hysteresis width of 46 K. Thus,

these two materials have different ligand fields and most likely

different strength of cooperativity between the molecules. In

the experiment, the core is constituted by the material which

has the smaller ligand field, which was then covered by the

second material (stronger ligand field) in rather heteroepitaxial

conditions. Although the strong one-dimensional (1D) charac-

ter of the polymeric materials leads to the formation of nanorod

blocks of first material, covered by cylindrical-shaped second

material; the ensemble forms a coaxial cablelike configuration.

The magnetic studies of the formed nanocomposite, reported

by the authors in Refs. [14,79], showed the occurrence of

clearly two transition temperatures on heating, located at

288 and 314 K. Thus, the transition temperature of the first

constituent (the core) increased by 28 K while that of the

second material (the shell) decreased by 54 K, due to the

elastic interplay between the core and the shell nanostructures.

Furthermore, a very gradual and third transition involving a

small fraction of molecules occurs at 347 K; the latter was

explained as due to the occurrence of a mixture material.

In this contribution we propose to describe an ideal situation

of active core-shell SCO nanoparticle, made of two SCO

constituents able to convert between LS and HS states, using

the electroelastic model, with electronic and elastic parameters

adapted to emulate as far as possible realistic data of SCO

nanocomposites. Thus, we have chosen the core to have a

smaller transition temperature than that of the shell, as core and

shell constitute two different SCO compounds with specific

ligand fields and elastic constants. The study of the core-shell

nanoparticles is realized by Monte Carlo simulations in two-

dimensional (2D) lattices with square symmetry, with the aim

to reveal the role of the elastic interaction between the two

constituents on their transition temperatures on the one hand,

and the effect of their interplay on the mode of the nucleation

and growth of their spin states during their thermal switching

on the other hand.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we present

the model, describe the simulation technique, and explain our

choice of interaction parameter values. Section III is devoted

to the presentation of the results of the simulations and to

their discussion, and in Sec. IV we conclude and outline some

possible developments of the present work.

II. THE MODEL

To simulate a SCO nanocomposite, we considered a square

lattice core-shell nanoparticle, where either in the core or the

shell the atoms can switch between the LS and the HS states.

The core has a square shape containing NC×NC sites. The

shell has the shape of a thick ring surrounding all the core [see

Fig. 1(a)] and the number of atoms along its width is denoted

NS. As a result, the number of shell atoms is easily derived as

(NC + 2NS)2 − N2
C = 4 NS(NC + NS), and the total number

of atoms of the composite is N2, where N = NC + 2NS.

We consider here a square lattice [Fig. 1(a)] of SC units

in which each of them may have two states, HS and LS,

described by an associated two-states fictitious spin S, with

respective values Si = +1 and Si = −1. The present model

includes the change of the local volume of the SCO molecules

during their switching from one state to another, through the

coupling of their electronic and elastic properties. Each atom

located at site “i” is described by its spin state Si = ±1 and its

coordinates (xi, yi). The atoms are constrained to move only in

the plane as a result of their spin state changes, which affects

their equilibrium positions. The reader can find a review of

the original electroelastic model for which we have already

discussed in detail some of its thermodynamic properties in

recent works [65,82].
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic structure of the SCO nanocomposite. Blue

and red dots are two spin-crossover sites belonging to different

materials. (b) The configuration of the elastic interaction in the two

dimensions square model considered in this study. The different colors

represent, the central, nn and nnn atoms.

Here the model is a bit more general since we extend it to

account for the thermodynamic features of SCO nanocompos-

ites, which consists in the coupling of two SCO materials in a

particular lattice configuration. The general Hamiltonian [67]

describing SCO lattices is written as follows:

H = Hcore + Hshell + Hinter, (1)

where the core, shell, and interface contributions is written as

follows:

Hcore =
∑

i

1

2
[�C − kBT ln g]Si + AC

nn
∑

(i,j )

[rij − R0(Si,Sj )]2

+BC

nnn
∑

(i,k)

[rik − R′
0(Si,Sk)]2, (2)

Hshell =
∑

i

1

2
[�S − kBT ln g]Si + AS

nn
∑

(i,j )

[rij − R0(Si,Sj )]2

+BS

nnn
∑

(i,k)

[rik − R′
0(Si,Sk)]2, (3)

Hinter = Ai

nn
∑

(i,j )

[rij −R0(Si,Sj )]2 + Bi

nnn
∑

(i,k)

[rik −R
′
0(Si,Sk)]2.

(4)

In the shell and core Hamiltonians, the first term expresses

the effective ligand field energy which contains the contribu-

tion of the ligand field � (�S for the shell and �C for the

core) and that of the entropy of the HS state kBT ln g, where

g is the degeneracy ratio between the HS and the LS states

assumed here, the same for the core and shell constituents.

This degeneracy originates from the change of spin states and

intra- and intermolecular vibrations spectra during the LS to HS

conversion. In the present model, AC, BC (AS, BS) represent

the elastic constants of the core (the shell) between the first

nearest neighbors (nn) and the next nearest neighbors (nnn),

respectively. Similarly, the elastic constants in the interface

region are noted Ai and Bi . For the sake of simplicity, all

elastic constants are taken as constant over the lattice sites. In

addition, to reduce the number of free parameters in the model,

we have chosen AC = AS = Ai and BC = BS = Bi .

An important aspect of the present model is the change

in the lattice parameter along the spin transition between LS

and HS. For that, we write the equilibrium distances between

two neighboring sites as depending on the spin states, as we

have previously introduced in [58]. Let us take two nodes of the

lattice, located at sites (i, j ) and (i ′, j ′), which can be nn or nnn.

They are connected by springs and the instantaneous distance

between them is written r(i, j | i ′, j ′) = |�r(i ′, j ′) − �r(i, j )|,
whose indexes are (i ′ = i, j ′ = j ± 1 and i ′ = i ± 1,

j ′ = j ) for the nn or (i ′ = i ± 1, j ′ = j ± 1) for the nnn.

The molecules (here, the sites) interact via elastic springs,

as depicted in Fig. 1(b), and the equilibrium bond lengths of

which, denoted R0(Si,Sj ) [R
′
0(Si,Sk)] between two nn (nnn)

spin-crossover atoms located at sites i and j (i and k) and

having the spin state Si and Sj (Si and Sk) are given by

R0(Si,Sj ) = RHL
0 + δR

4
(Si + Sj ), (5a)

R
′
0(Si,Sk) =

√
2RHL

0 + δR

√
2

4
(Si + Sk), (5b)

where the quantities RHL
0 and δR are the equilibrium distance

of HS-LS configuration and the lattice parameter misfit of two

nn sites, between the HS and LS states, respectively. They are

obtained as a function of the nn equilibrium distances RHH
0 =

R0(+1,+1), RHL
0 = R0(+1,−1), and RLL

0 = R0(−1,−1) as

follows:

RHL
0 = RHH

0 + RLL
0

2
, (6a)

δR =
(

RHH
0 − RLL

0

)

. (6b)

The model Hamiltonian is solved using a Monte Carlo (MC)

procedure executed on the spin and lattice systems, as follows.

First, a spin is randomly selected among the N2 sites of the

lattice and its initial energy is calculated, then its spin state is

flipped and its final energy is calculated. Next, a usual Monte

Carlo Metropolis algorithm is used to decide for the final state.

Subsequently, we proceed to a second MC process, applied on

the sites positions in order to relax mechanically the lattice.

For that, we visit sequentially or randomly each lattice site

that we move from its initial position by a small displacement

μ (≪RLL
0 ). Afterwards, we calculate the difference between

final and the initial elastic energy and we perform a MC

process. This procedure can be repeated several times or each
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spin flip in order to reach the equilibrium from both spin and

elastic degrees of freedom. The system is warmed up from

T = 5 to 200 K in steps of increment 1 K, and then cooled

down to the initial temperature.

In view of the complex structure of the Hamiltonian of

the nanocomposite, in which spin and distortion variables are

intricate, which prevents any possible analytical resolution,

we use the MC technique to study its thermal properties. The

simulations are performed on the square lattice by updating

both spin and lattice position variables, using a sequential pro-

cedure. The stochastic algorithm is performed in the following

way [83]: for a site i, randomly selected, with spin Si = ±1

and position �ri , a new spin value S ′
i = −Si is set without

position change. This spin change is accepted or rejected by

the usual Metropolis criterion. Once the new spin value is

accepted, the lattice is relaxed mechanically by a slight motion

of nodes (selected randomly) with a quantity μ= 0.001 nm,

which is much smaller than the average distance between

two neighboring sites (∼1 nm). The procedure of the lattice

relaxation is repeated 10 times for each spin flip. Afterwards,

a new site will be selected randomly, and so on. Once all the

nodes of the lattice are visited for the spin change, we define

such a step as the unit of the Monte Carlo step and denote

it “MCS.” In the present simulations, the thermal properties

are calculated. At each temperature, we perform 105 MCS to

reach the equilibrium state and we use 1000 other MCS for the

statistics. Within this procedure, each site is displaced 10×N2
tot

times for 1 MCS. So, at each temperature, each spin state

and lattice position are updated ∼105 and 106×N2
tot, times,

respectively. We have checked that increasing the simulation

time does not affect the final results, which ensures that

we reached the stationary state for spin and lattice position

variables.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Thermal properties of the uncoated core

The first part of this study starts with the investigations on

the bare SCO core as a function of temperature for different

sizes, going from 10×10 to 40×40, as indicated in Fig. 2(a).

The parameter values of the model �C = 450 K, g = 150,

AC = BC = 105 K nm−2 are chosen so as to reach the behavior

of a first-order thermal transition with relatively small sizes.

The LS and HS, lattice parameter distances, which should not

be confused with the Fe-ligand distances of the molecular

coordination sphere, are chosen to be equal to RLL
0 = 1 nm

and RHH
0 = 1.05 nm (RHL = RHH+RLL

2
= 1.025 nm) in good

agreement with structural experimental data [84], which report

relative lattice expansions of ∼1% − 5%, depending on the

molecular crystal packing (presence of pi-pi strong π − π

stacking, “weak” hydrogen-hydrogen bonding, etc.). Although

we consider here an isotropic deformation of the crystal lattice,

elastic constraints imposed by the interactions between ligands

of adjacent molecules who have extended spatial occupations

[85–87], may lead to anisotropic unit cell deformations as

observed in several SCO systems and reported in recent specific

theoretical investigations [88,89]. So, the chosen values of the

elastic constants, lead to an estimated average bulk modulus

FIG. 2. (a) Thermal variation of the HS fraction of the bare 2D

nanoparticle (with square symmetry) for different sizes, showing the

occurrence of a first-order transition and the increase of the thermal

hysteresis width with the nanoparticle size. (b) Snapshots showing

the spatial distribution of the HS fraction along the thermal hysteresis

for the particle 40×40. (c) and (d) The average HS fraction nHS and

nn distance 〈dij 〉 over concentric square perimeters (the center is that

of the lattice) as a function of their distance from the center of the

nanoparticle for the configuration T = 92 K of (b). The parameter val-

ues are given in the text. (b) The spatial distribution of the HS fraction

along the heating and cooling branches of the thermal hysteresis of

a bare particle of size 40×40. It depicts the usual domain nucleation

from the corners as a result of surface effects. Here the nucleation

cannot start from the center due to the excessive energy barrier that

faces the growth of the stable phase inside the metastable one. This

behavior is recalled to make easier the comparison with the nanocom-

posite behavior which will be investigated in the next section.
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G ≈ AC

R0
∼ 10 GPa, which is in excellent agreement with avail-

able experimental data of Brillouin scattering performed on the

single crystal of [Fe(ptz)6](ClO4)2 which led to bulk modulus

values found in the range 5–20 GPa [90,91]. In addition,

Fig. 2(a) shows that increasing the size of the core results in an

increase of the width of the thermal hysteresis, due the increase

of the lifetime of the metastable states, which are stabilized by

the elastic long-range interactions between the SCO particles.

The transition temperature is here simply given by the relation

Teq = �C

kB ln g
∼ 90 K, which is in excellent agreement with

the results of MC simulations of Fig. 2(a).

To improve the readability of the present results on the

boundary effects, we calculate the average magnetization

(or HS fraction) and the average nn distance 〈dij 〉 over

concentric square perimeters of side 2ℓ + 1[where ℓ goes

from 0 to (N − 1)/2], which are then plotted as a function

of their distance (= ℓ) from the center of the nanoparticle.

The obtained results, summarized in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)

for the temperature T = 92 K on cooling, for which the

corresponding spin state distribution is given in Fig. 2(b).

At first sight, one can remark the effect of the boundary

conditions on the HS fraction which remains HS in the center

and decreases towards that of the LS as one moves away from

the center of the lattice. This behavior is also confirmed by

the spatial dependence of the average nn distance, which also

remains equal to that of the HS state in the bulk and decreases

following a sigmoidal trend towards RLL
0 when we approach

the surface, thus highlighting the boundary effects.

B. Case of active core and shell spin-crossover nanoparticles

Now we turn to the case of the spin-crossover nanocom-

posite, schematically described in Fig. 1(a). For that we work

on a 2D lattice with a core size 40×40, with the same model

parameters as those of the uncoated core of Fig. 2. This core

is now decorated by a spin-crossover shell, with a ligand field

�S = 200 K with the same degeneracy ratio as that of the core

(g = 150), whose width is varied from 0 to 5 layers. The used

Monte Carlo procedures to solve the thermodynamic properties

of this composite system are the same as those used for the

uncoated core. The results of the simulations are summarized

in Figs. 3–6. First, Fig. 3 reports the thermal variation of the

total HS fraction of the nanocomposite for various shell widths.

We see that, due to the difference of ligand fields of the core and

the shell of the nanocomposite, a two-step transition behavior is

obtained, with transition temperatures which are constrained

between that of the uncoated core (T Core
eq = �C

kB ln g
≈ 90 K)

and that of a free shell (T Shell
eq = �S

kB ln g
≈ 40 K).

The results show that the two-step transition character

is enhanced when we increase the thickness of the shell,

leading to a synergy between the two components of the

SCO nanocomposite which affects the transition of the whole

system. Indeed, the spin transitions appearing in Fig. 3 shift

to lower temperatures as a function of shell thickness. Con-

sequently, the value of the HS fraction in the plateau region

increases linearly with the ratio shell/core. This is due to the

fact that the low-temperature transition (around 50 K) concerns

exclusively the shell part (which has a lower ligand field value),

while the high-temperature transition (around 100 K) relates to

FIG. 3. Thermal variation of the total HS fraction (a) and the

average lattice parameter (b) of the SCO nanocomposite for different

shell thicknesses for a core size 40×40. The parameter values are

�S = 200 K, T Shell
eq ≈ 40 K, �C = 450 K, T Core

eq ≈ 90 K. The used

values of the elastic constants are AC = AS = 105 K nm−2 for nn

interactions and BC = BS = 105 K nm−2 for the nnn interactions

in the core and the shell. The equilibrium lattice parameter values

were RHH
0 = 1.05 nm, RLL

0 = 1 nm, and RHL
0 = 1.025 nm for both

constituents.

FIG. 4. Average equilibrium transition temperatures of the shell

and the core components of the nanocomposite deduced from MC

simulations of Fig. 3. Bold lines are the best linear fitting.
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FIG. 5. Thermal response of the HS fraction of the core (a) and

shell (b) of the SCO nanocomposite, for different shell thicknesses

(from Ns = 0 to 10), corresponding to the results of Fig. 3.

the core. Interestingly, the equilibrium transition temperatures,

calculated by MC as the average value between the upper and

lower transition temperatures, behave almost linearly with the

shell width, with however a bigger slope (
dT core

eq

dNS
= −1 K), for

the core which is more affected by the shell thickness than

the shell part (
dT shell

eq

dNS
= −0.25 K). This is attributed to the

difference in the elastic configurations of the two systems.

Indeed, while the core is completely surrounded by the HS

shell which disfavors its transition from LS to HS or (HS to LS),

the shell experiences the opposite situation, since, during its

transition from LS to HS (HS to LS), the core is always in

the LS (HS). Moreover, the shell has a free surface, which

helps the relaxation of the elastic energy excess. Overall, these

aspects lead to a different behavior for the core and the shell

with temperature.

It is interesting to notice that a spin-crossover core sur-

rounded by an inert matrix, a situation that we have already

studied in the past [35], for core-shell spin crossover and

prussian blue analogs, leads to a totally different behavior: the

transition temperature of the core may increase or decrease,

depending on the sign of the lattice parameter misfit between

the core and the shell as a result of the elastic effect of

the shell which exerts a compressive or a tensile stress on

the core.

FIG. 6. Thermal dependence of the average nearest-neighbors

distance of (a) the core 〈d〉core and (b) the shell 〈d〉shell, for different

shell thickness values. Insets represent the average nn distance in

the plateau region as a function of the shell’s thickness. (c) The

thermal dependence of the whole core-shell system in the phase

space (〈d〉core , 〈d〉shell) where the temperature is a hidden variable.

The associated inset displays the HS fraction of the core vs that of the

shell. The parameter values are the same as those of Fig. 3.

C. Electronic properties of the SCO nanocomposite

To get more insights on the synergy between the two

SCO subsystems, we have plotted the thermal behavior of

the average value of the HS fraction of the core nCore
HS and
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the shell nShell
HS for different shell thicknesses. The results are

summarized in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Let us first examine the

case of the core [Fig. 5(a)]. It is easy to see that the whole

hysteresis of the core shifts to lower temperature by increasing

the shell thickness. This behavior is consistent with the fact

that on heating (cooling), the LS (HS) core takes benefit from

the HS (LS) state of the shell which then drives its transition at

lower temperature due to the elastic field induced by the shell

on the core which expands (contracts) the core network. This

expansion/contraction of the core causes an additional local

pressure on each site, which then changes its ligand field.

Figure 5(b) is slightly different. According to the results of

Sec. II, we can easily deduce that a free shell (a shell without

core) makes the spin transition around T shell
eq = �S

kB ln g
∼ 40 K.

This transition gives a thermal hysteresis for thick shells and

the transition is gradual for thin shells. When reducing the

size of the shell, the latter feels the effect of the core. Thus,

on heating (cooling) the shell from the LS (HS) state, the

switching to HS (LS) is hindered by the LS (HS) state of

the core, which “opposes to” the expansion (contraction) of

the shell. This elastic strain effect leads to increase the effective

ligand field of the shell, which results in the increase of its

transition temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.

So, in the heating regime, the shell switches first from LS

to HS while the core remains in the LS state. Compared to

a free infinite shell, whose transition temperature is T shell
eq =

�S

kB ln(g)
≈ 40 K, the shell transition temperature of relatively

thin shells in the nanocomposite is higher [see Fig. 5(b)]

and the thermal transitions quite gradual. This is due to the

pressure exerted by the core, which prevents the formation

of single domain nucleation. Increasing the shell thickness

reduces the effect of the core, which enhances the cooperative

character of the shell, leading to the decrease of its transition

temperature towards that of the infinite shell. The latter effect

leads to the emergence of an associated thermal hysteresis. We

should mention that in this study we considered the mechanical

properties of the core and the shell as equal, which means that

we use the same elastic constants for both elastic networks.

D. Mechanical properties of the SCO nanocomposite

We now focus on the thermal dependence of the elastic

properties of the SCO nanocomposite during the transition. For

that we have first carefully inspected the mechanical properties

of the whole lattice, by plotting the thermal behavior of the

lattice parameter, given in Fig. 3(b), which are determined con-

comitantly with the results of HS fraction, shown in Fig. 3(a).

We calculated the thermal dependence of the average lattice

parameter over the total lattice and it follows a similar trend

as that of the total HS fraction given in Fig. 3(a), with a clear

existence of the two-step transitions character for increased

shell thickness. Following the same idea as for the electronic

properties, we now inspect the thermal dependence of the

core and shell lattice parameters and represent their thermal

behaviors in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Interestingly, comparing the

mechanical responses of the core and the shell in Figs. 6(a) and

6(b) for Ns = 5 (for example), shows that on heating (cooling)

the lattice parameter of the core (shell) starts to adapt to the

change of that of the shell (core) before T = 50 K, while in

this temperature range, its corresponding HS fraction is still

insensitive to this change, as clearly depicted in the associated

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). This behavior undoubtedly emphasizes

the crucial role of the mechanical coupling between the two

subsystems in the resulting thermal behavior of the whole

system.

Now we wish to pay attention to the values of the lattice

parameter. Whatever the thickness of the shell, all lattice

parameters in Fig. 6 change between the values of 1.0 and

1.05 nm corresponding to those of the LS and HS states,

respectively. However, it is interesting to understand the values

of the relaxed lattice parameters of the shell and the core

in the plateau region, which derive directly from antagonist

interactions among the core and the shell and inside them. The

forthcoming section sheds a better light on the relevant physical

parameters governing this aspect, by employing a simple

analysis to predict them with respect to the shell thickness.

To highlight the elastic interaction between the core and the

shell, we follow the behavior of the whole system by plotting

in Fig. 6(c) the dependence of the average lattice parameter

of the core 〈d〉core as a function of that of the shell 〈d〉shell,

while in the inset of the figure, we report the dependence of the

HS fraction of the core nCore
HS vs that of the shell nShell

HS during

the thermal transitions for the case of a shell width Ns = 5.

Remarkably, the two HS fractions, depicted in the inset of

Fig. 6(c), appear to be totally independent, since the HS fraction

of the core starts to change only when all shell is converted to

the HS state. In contrast, Fig. 6(c) demonstrates that there is

a strong correlation between the structural evolutions of the

shell and core lattice parameters. Indeed, the lattice parameter

of the core is impacted by the change of that of the shell at the

beginning. Accordingly, between point A, for which nShell
HS =

0 and nCore
HS = 0, and point B, for which have nShell

HS = 1 and

nCore
HS = 0, we can easily see that the shell (the core) experiences

a positive (negative) pressure since 〈d〉shell < RHH
0 (〈d〉core >

RLL
0 ). Thus, in the first regime where the shell converts from

LS to HS, the shell’s (core’s) lattice parameter reaches the

value 1.037 nm (1.0047 nm) instead of 1.05 nm (1.0 nm). This

nonuniform distribution of compressive strain inside the shell

and tensile strain inside the core is the result of the retroaction

of the core to the spin conversion of the shell. Between points

B and C, the core is then converted in the HS state from both

electronic and elastic degrees of freedom. In this regime, where

the main elastic changes occur in the core, the latter drives the

shell which finishes its elastic conversion.

E. Analytical expressions of the relaxed lattice parameters

To tackle the behavior of the elastic properties of the model,

which monitor those of the HS fraction, we study analytically

the shell-thickness dependence of the mechanically relaxed

lattice parameters of the core and the shell parts of the

nanocomposite.

It is worth mentioning that the interplay between the elastic

properties of the core and the shell SCO parts is an interesting,

but a bit complex, problem whose exact analytical treatment

is out of reach. By construction, the lattice parameters of the

core and the shell are equal to RLL
0 and RHH

0 in the LS and

HS states, respectively. So, in these two states, the system

is perfectly relaxed. However, in the plateau region, which
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TABLE I. Number of nn and nnn distances of the core, shell, and interface that are used to evaluate the analytical expression of the elastic

energy of Eq. (7).

Number of bonds Core Shell Interface

nn bonds N nn
C = 2×NC(NC − 1) N nn

S = 2×N×(N − 1) − Nnn
C − N nn

int N nn
int = 4×NC(=0 if Ns = 0)

nnn bonds N nnn
C = 2×(NC − 1)2 N nnn

S = 2×(N − 1)2 − N nnn
C − N nnn

int N nnn
int = 8×NC(=0 if Ns = 0)

corresponds to a core in the LS state and a shell in the HS

state (from the electronic point of view), the respective relaxed

lattice parameters of the core and the shell are not those of the

pure LS and HS states, as demonstrated by MC simulations in

the previous section.

Here we develop an approximate method aiming to evaluate

the analytical expressions of the relaxed lattice parameters of

the core and the shell. So, the strategy is to consider uniform

instantaneous nn distances xc, xs, and xi for the core, shell,

and interface, respectively. Then we count exactly the number

of nn and nnn bonds associated with each of these three areas

of the nanocomposite. These expressions are summarized in

Table I. This information is then used to evaluate the elastic

energy, allowing the finding of the equilibrium distances on

one hand, and the total energy (elastic + electronic) to express

the transition temperatures on the other hand.

In Table I N = NC + 2NS represents the total number

of atoms along the edge of the core-shell system. On the

other hand, the total numbers of atoms in the composite is

N2 = (NC + 2Ns)
2, while inside the core and the shell they

are respectively equal to N2
C and 4Ns(Ns + NC).

Next, we determine the expression of the total elastic energy

of the lattice in the plateau region, knowing that the total elastic

energies in the pure LS and HS states are equal to zero. So,

as previously stated, we consider a 2D homogeneous lattice

with the uniform average lattice parameter x in the core, shell,

and interface. On the other hand, in the plateau region, the

equilibrium distances between core nn (nnn) is equal to RLL
0

(RLL
0

√
2), that of the shell is RHH

0 (RHH
0

√
2), and that of the sites

located at the interface is RHL
0 (RHL

0

√
2). The instantaneous

and equilibrium nn and nnn distances of the core, shell, and

interface are summarized in Table II.

FIG. 7. Average lattice parameter 〈d〉 in the plateau region as a

function of the shell’s thickness. Black crosses are the results of the

MC simulations data and open red circles are the prediction of the

analytical treatment, derived from Eq. (8).

Using the data of Tables I and II, one can easily calculate

the total elastic energy in the plateau region, whose expression

is given by

Eelas =
(

A

2
Nnn

c + BNnnn
c

)

(

x − RLL
0

)2

+
(

A

2
Nnn

s + BNnnn
s

)

(

x − RHH
0

)2

+
(

A

2
Nnn

i + BNnnn
i

)

(

x − RHL
0

)2
. (7)

Minimizing the elastic energy Eq. (7) with respect to the

average lattice parameter x gives the average relaxed lattice

parameter xrelax as follows:

xrelax = 1

ANnn
tot + 2BNnnn

tot

[(

ANnn
c + 2BNnnn

c

)

RLL
0

+
(

ANnn
s +2BNnnn

s

)

RHH
0 +

(

ANnn
i + 2BNnnn

i

)

RHL
0

]

,

(8)

where Nnn
tot = Nnn

c + Nnn
s + Nnn

i and Nnnn
tot = Nnnn

c + Nnnn
s +

Nnnn
i are the total numbers of nn and nnn bonds inside the

whole lattice.

The shell-thickness dependence of the relaxed parameter

xrelax in the plateau region is displayed in Fig. 7 which shows

that the relaxed parameter is indeed equal to that of the LS state

for a bare (uncoated) core and tends to be closer to that of the

HS lattice parameter for thicker shells.

It is legitimate to ask how these 0 K calculations work so

well when compared to MC data, while the lattice relaxation

in the MC simulations has been performed at defined tempera-

tures. In fact, in the plateau region, the nanoparticle presents a

specific spin configuration (all shell atoms are HS and all core

atoms are LS), and the objective was to find the minimum

elastic energy of this configuration. The analytical method

used here is equivalent to the relaxation of the lattice using

deterministic Newton equations in the case of the presence of

a strong viscosity. We have introduced this method in Paez et al.

TABLE II. Instantaneous and equilibrium nn and nnn distances of

the core, shell, and interface, considered in the analytical calculations,

are developed in Eqs. (7) and (8).

nn nnn nn equilibrium nnn equilibrium

distance distance distance distance

Core x x
√

2 RLL
0 RLL

0

√
2

Shell x x
√

2 RHH
0 RHH

0

√
2

Interface x x
√

2 1/2(RLL
0 + RHH

0 ) 1/2(RLL
0 + RHH

0 )
√

2
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[88] and its relevance was also tested recently in Traiche et al.

[89] when studying frustrated SCO lattices. The main reason

of its efficiency comes from the fact that, when the right spin

configuration is fixed, relaxing the lattice using deterministic

mechanics or molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations

on positions leads to the same average results. However,

significant differences will emerge between local and global

fluctuations of the average distance (or elastic energy), which

are not taken into account in the analytical procedure.

F. Spatial distribution of the HS fraction

To get more insights about the spatiotemporal character

of dynamics of the SCO transition, we monitor the spatial

distribution of the HS fraction in the core and shell during the

development of the spin states along the thermal hysteresis

of the whole lattice [see Fig. 8(a)], obtained for NS = 5.

Selected snapshots of the electronic state of the system are

shown in Fig. 8(b) along the heating and cooling branches

of the associated thermal hysteresis. There, the red (blue)

dots denote HS (LS) atoms. We observe that on heating, the

domain nucleation of the HS phase appears in the shell part of

the nanocomposite from the corners and propagates along the

width, while the core lattice remains in the LS state, although

the global volume of the lattice increases, which leads the core

to experience a tensile strain from the shell. This is easily

readable on the spatial dependence of the lattice parameter [see

Fig. 8(c)] along the x direction for the atomic line located at the

coordinate j = N
2

in the plateau region. We see that the lattice

parameter changes from the value of the HS state (in the shell

part) far from the shell-core interface region and then increases

when approaching the core-shell interface region (due to the

mechanical retroaction of the core) before decreasing abruptly

in the core region. However, we remark that in all regions

(core and shell) the relaxed lattice parameter remains bigger

than its equilibrium values RHH
0 = 1.05 nm in the shell and

RLL
0 = 1 nm in the core. Obviously these results depend on

the shell thickness and the conclusions drawn here remain

qualitatively valid for other sizes.

The tensile stress exerted by the shell on the core is presented

in Fig. S1 (in the Supplemental Material) [92] through the

plot of the spatial map of the local pressure, calculated on

each site of the lattice. In Fig. 8(b), where we report the

spatial distribution of the HS and LS states, we can observe

a significant change in the growth mode of the HS fraction of

the core. Indeed, the transition of the core does not lead to the

usual single domain nucleation, in spite of being of first order

(due to the existence of a thermal hysteresis). In fact, the shell

facilitates the formation of core nucleation sites, which leads

the nucleation to start from everywhere, to form a ramified HS

structure, as seen in snapshots (D 90).

On the other hand, following the same procedure as in

Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), to compare the behavior of the bulk and

surface sites, we plot in Fig. 8(d) the average lattice parameter

(calculated over concentric square perimeters) as a function of

their distance from the center of the core-shell nanoparticle.

The obtained results show a continuous increase of the lattice

parameter following two regimes: (i) a slow regime in the

bulk and (ii) an “explosive” growth starting from the core-shell

interface and reaching its maximum at the surface, where the

FIG. 8. (a) Temperature dependence of the SCO nanocomposite

showing a plateau behavior, obtained for NC = 40 and NS = 5. (b)

HS fraction snapshots showing the spatial distribution of the HS and

LS states corresponding to the thermal hysteresis given in (a). (c)

Spatial dependence of the nn distance along the x direction in the

plateau region of the thermal hysteresis of (a). (d) Average nn distance

〈dij 〉 calculated over concentric square perimeters (the center is that

of the lattice) as a function of their distance from the center of the

core-shell for T = 49 K on heating. Remark the abrupt increase of

the nn distance near the surface.
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FIG. 9. Thermal variation of the total elastic energy density in the

nanocomposite for different shell thicknesses, for the same core size

40×40, along with the heating branch of the thermal hysteresis.

spin state combined with the open boundary effects allow the

interatomic distance to reach its maximum value.

On cooling from the snapshot (E180), the core surrounded

by a HS shell switches first to the LS state (G 67). Here

the shell prevents mechanically the HS to LS switching of

the core. However, the nucleation of the LS state is initiated

preferentially in the vicinity of the interface region (F 80),

where the LS state experiences less tensile strain due to the

retroaction of the core [see Fig. 8(c)]. As a result, the LS

domains grow rapidly along the interface region and then

propagate towards the center of the lattice.

After the complete transformation of the core, the shell

starts to convert from HS to LS from the edge atoms which

are favored compared to those of the shell’s corners. Indeed,

each shell atom situated in the edge connects to three (one nn

and two nnn) HS core atoms, while those of the corner connect

only to one HS core atom.

G. Elastic energy and spatiotemporal behavior

of the nanocomposite at the transition

To continue in the detailed investigations on the physical

mechanisms underlying the previous behaviors, we have first

calculated the thermal dependence of the total elastic energy

density for different shell thicknesses, the results of which are

presented in Fig. 9. The contributions from the core and the

shell are summarized in Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material

[92]. First of all, we observe that the thermal behavior of

the total elastic energy exhibits a similar behavior as that of

the HS fraction since it shows the existence of three regions.

On heating, the elastic energy density suddenly increases at

the transition temperature of the shell (∼ 50 K) then its slope

smooths significantly in the region 50–90 K, to increase again

before 100 K and to fall down at a higher temperature. These

regions [(1), (2), and (3)] fit well with the spatiotemporal

behavior of the nanocomposite during the heating process,

presented in Fig. 9. We then find that the first abrupt increase

of the elastic energy at 50 K corresponds to the nucleation of

the HS fraction in the shell part, causing an increase of the

misfit elastic energy. While in the plateau region of Fig. 9, we

observe deceleration in the increase of elastic energy, which we

attribute to the saturation of the HS state in the shell. However

due to the connection of the shell with the core, which is still LS,

the former experiences a complex tensile/compressive strain

spatially distributed over both parts of the nanocomposite. The

presence of these strains creates the plateaulike (second region)

in the thermal behavior of the elastic energy. In this region, the

thermal fluctuations increase, leading to the transformation of

the core.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have analyzed the thermodynamic prop-

erties of a spin-crossover nanocomposite made of two dif-

ferent spin-crossover units in the core-shell configuration.

We have seen that this configuration allows an efficient me-

chanical coupling between the two spin-crossover materials

since they influence the thermodynamic of each other. Due

to this mechanical coupling, the thermal dependence of the

total nanocomposite is far from the sum of each of its con-

stituents. To describe this phenomenon, we have adapted our

electroelastic model to the case of a nanocomposite made

of two-elastically coupled SCO materials having different

transitions temperatures and thermal hysteresis widths. The

results showed that according to the difference of transition

temperatures and elastic interactions, the nanocomposite may

lead to all possibilities of spin transitions: two step, gradual,

one step with thermal hysteresis, etc. In the case of a two-

step spin transition, with T Shell
eq < T Core

eq , we found that the

transition of the shell part at low temperature does affect

significantly the elastic properties of the core (and vice versa),

whose lattice parameter starts to change long before any

variation of its spin state. We found that the interplay between

the electroelastic properties of both constituents leads to a

complex distribution of a pressure (or elastic energy) inside

the lattice. In practice, we have demonstrated that although the

thermal spin transition of the core (in the nanocomposite) is of

first order, the growth of HS macroscopic domains is prevented

by the presence of the shell, which changes this mechanism to

that of homogenous ramified structures, in a similar way as

those observed in the Ising models [93].

Finally, the model results are qualitatively comparable with

the available experimental results of Wang et al. [14]. More-

over, the quantitative approach to go towards the experimental

results should include the size distribution of the nanocom-

posites (shell/core), the effect of shape [65,94,95], as well as

their 3D character [96]. Here we have considered a square-

shaped SCO core nanoparticle surrounded by a regular shell

width. However, several parameters may affect the switching

properties of the nanoparticles. Among them, one may quote:

(i) the existence of voids which occurs in nanoparticles as

reported by Lacroix et al. [80,81], in magnetic nanoparticles

and the presence of microstructural defects. Moreover, as we

have emphasized in Oubouchou et al. [58], the stability of the

bulk structure for small particles is questionable, as reported in

nanoparticles of Co-Pt bimetallic clusters [97] that have shown

different structures, depending on their size. In addition, real

nanoparticle materials, involve surface relaxation and surface

reconstructions, which may play on the geometric features

and act as boundary effects, leading to irregular shapes or

widths of the shell. On another level, we mention that to our

best knowledge, there were no experimental proofs leading to

discriminate between these possible causes. Indeed, most of

the experimental studies on SCO nanoparticles, if not all, that
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have been realized on a large number of nanoparticles. As long

as experimental studies on one single nanoparticle, as it was

done in magnetic nanoparticles, are not realized in switchable

SCO solids, this issue will still be a matter for debate.

Furthermore, an interesting extension of the current model

related to the consideration of 2D core-shell triangular lattices

[61], which do not require the use of nnn interactions to keep

their stability is very appealing, especially if we consider anti-

ferromagnetic interactions between the spin states. Their com-

petition with the magnetoelastic interactions which stabilize

long-range ferromagnetic order may lead to nontrivial behav-

iors; a very interesting problem from both elastic and magnetic

point of views, deserving to be investigated in the future.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that when the rigidities

of the core and the shell are significantly different and require

the use of different elastic constants and lattice parameters for

the two media, we expect a less efficient core-shell mechanical

coupling, due to the existence of an acoustic impedance. The

use of SCO materials having different transition temperatures

and similar elastic properties is then of interest to generate

new multistabilities (two, three, or even more steps), which

can be used as q-bit systems for memories. SCO nanocom-

posites made of several multilayers with different transition

temperatures constitute an excellent way to design multistable

SCO materials with high tailored performances.
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